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Asia Paciﬁc Pentecostalism
BRILL Asia Paciﬁc Pentecostalism, edited by Denise A. Austin, Jacqueline
Grey, and Paul W. Lewis, yields previously untold stories and
interdisciplinary analysis of pioneer foundations, denominational growth,
leadership training, contextualisation, and community development across
East Asia, Southeast Asia, and Oceania.

The Message That Works
Harrison House Here are the foundations of truth that we have shared
worldwide. Here are the reasons for our faith, the secrets of our joy, the
strength of our ministries, the keys to our long success, set in a framework
of dynamic Bible basics that have brought God's miraculous power to
millions for over half a century. Here is The Message That Works. What
we've taught has created a better world. Millions have been lifted out of
despair, disease, delusion, and defeat. These truths can be fundamental
guidelines for Gospel ministers, beacons of inspiration for Bible students,
and vital seeds of miracle blessings for YOU. -T.L. Obsorn

The Best of Life
Harrison House Live a "Yes" in life. You can get nowhere with a "No!" "No" is
restricting, diminishing, and demoralizing. "Yes" is invigorating, inspiring,
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and uplifting. Act on the "Yes" in life. Say "Yes" to your ﬁnest dreams. Live
with "Yes!" ringing in your ears. Experience the good lifestyle of happiness,
success, dignity, vigor and health. Make life a Glory - not a Grind. Discover
beauty, zest, riches, color in everything you think, say and do. Say "Yes!"
today - and go for it!

God's Life In You
Destiny Image Publishers This book will become one of your favorite and
reliable resources as you continue to discover what it means to be a carrier
of God's life. As you study and embrace the 52 facts that are included in
this book, they will establish your faith in the fundamental and unchanging
truths of God's provision for you. When you receive Jesus Christ as your
personal Savior, you no longer need to grovel, beg for forgiveness of sin or
seek the dignity that comes to you through Christ. You will cease to
continually ﬁght the devil or struggle to live a life of peace and purpose. It
is God's Life In You that makes the diﬀerence. Know these truths. Embrace
and believe each one. Determine to LIVE each day according to the
redemptive reality of God's Life In You.

10 Gospel Basics
Osborn Publishers "We Aim at the profound simplicity of biblical Christianity,
as we set forth these 10 Gospel Basics. They constitute a practical
alternative to complex theology. We do not pretend that these basics
include all essential Bible truth. We call them Gospel Basics, because they
concern vital concepts for practical Christian living today. If new believers
can assimilate these basics, they can experience peace, health, success,
and happiness; they can achieve God's BEST by actually becoming all that
He has had in mind for them to be. (Rom 5:2 LB) These basics can seed in
believers both human practicality and divine realism as Jesus is made ﬂesh
IN HUMAN LIFE - TODAY. Embracing these basics can life you from religious
mediocrity to Christian excellence. It can energize and actualize your
unique destiny with Christ, Ministering Love In a Hurting World. These are
the 10 Gospel Basics that comprise the foundational truths that we
proclaim." - T. L. Osborn and (daughter) LaDonna Osborn

Christ the Healer
Chosen Books F. F. Bosworth's earnest prayer was that many thousands
would learn to apply the promises of God's Word to their lives through his
book, Christ the Healer. Bosworth oﬀers an astonishing discussion of
healing, based on the premise that Jesus redeemed us from our diseases
when he atoned for our sins. This classic on healing, ﬁrst released in 1924,
has sold more than 500,000 copies and continues to enrich and inspire new
readers every day. This revised and expanded edition includes a brand-new
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foreword and epilogue on the remarkable life and healing of the author
himself, written by his son.

God's Love Plan
The Awesome Discovery
Destiny Image Publishers God's plan for the life of every man, woman and
child is total happiness, health and success. In God's Love Plan, T.L. Osborn
exposes the root of all problems, shows the way out of problems, reveals
seven available blessings and seven foundation facts, then turns over the
Master key that has opened a new lifestyle of happiness, health, prosperity
and self-worth to millions worldwide.

The Good Life
Destiny Image Publishers You are designed to think and plan and talk and act
with God. Discover your roots - who you are - your real value. Get on top
and learn to really live. These good seeds of the good life have produced
for us a constant harvest of happiness, health, rewarding service to others,
fantastic achievement, a life of exciting love in marriage, family
contentment, harmony, and abundance. The lessons in this book will be a
treasure house for you as they have been for multitudes of others in over
seventy nations of the world. You will discover new courage and robust
health. You wil begin to prosper ﬁnancially. You'll make new friends and
people will esteem you. You'll become a positive thinker and learn to get
things done. Your loved ones will beneﬁt from your new lifestyle. Pressure
and tension will give way to pleasure and fulﬁllment. The abundance which
God created all around you is proof that He wills The Good Life for YOU!

Biblical Healing
Harrison House Biblical Healing is the Teacher's Handbook, the Believer's
Textbook, the Sick Person's Guidebook, and the Needy Person's Miracle
Book. These dynamics were ﬁrst published in Java, 1954. Today this is the
Osborn's most translated book. Thousands have been healed while reading
the truths that are found in this book, Biblical Healing. This enlarged
edition includes Our Four Vital Visions, a half-century of Our Miracle
Witness, plus 324 linked Bible verses that comprise Christ's Healing
ministry.

2000 Years Of Charismatic
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Christianity
A 21st century look at church
history from a
pentecostal/charismatic
prospective
Charisma Media DIVOverwhelming evidence reveals contemporary
Christianity roots in Pentecost!/div

Disciples of All Nations
Issachar File
Soulwinning
Harrison House

Legacy of Faith Collection
T.L. Osborn
Destiny Image Publishers The Legacy of Faith Collection is a biographical
collection that highlights the founding fathers of the Word of Faith and
Charismatic movements. Each volume includes a summary of the most
notable teachings and signature messages from each of these ministers
and underscores the contribution of each to the modern day movement.
This volume includes the ongoing legacy, teachings and extraordinary life
of T.L. Osborn, the "Pioneer of Mass Miracle Evangelism." It includes candid
interviews, stories, teachings and photographs that document the miracles
and ministry of this world renowned author and evangelist as he has
traveled to the farthest corners of the world to share the Gospel of Christ
to all that would hear.

Pioneers of Faith
Sumrall Publishing A biographical examination of the lives and ministries of
great leaders of the twentieth century pentecostal-charismatic revival.
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Written with a view to encouraging today's believers duplicate the
experience of their forebearers.

I Saw Heaven
F.F. Bosworth
The Man behind “Christ the Healer”
Cambridge Scholars Publishing When the Pentecostal movement exploded in
1906 in Zion City, Ill., Fred Francis Bosworth was present. When the
Assemblies of God was being formed, Bosworth served as one of its
leaders. He also was present as a mentor to the tent revivalists in the
1940s and 1950s. This book is about the life and ministry of Bosworth
(1877-1958), a Pentecostal pioneer, musician, famous healing evangelist,
and the author of Christ the Healer. He reportedly led over a million people
to Christ, and was considered by scholars and ministers alike to be one of
the most successful healing evangelists of his era. His writings on divine
healing inﬂuenced many church leaders of his day, as well many who claim
healing ministries today. While many people are familiar with his book,
Christ the Healer, few know much about the man behind the book. F.F.
Bosworth is the ﬁrst book to oﬀer a critical analysis of Bosworth's life and
ministry from the beginning to the end. The purpose of this work is to
explore his life and ministry in order to identify and analyze some of the
factors that contributed to his success as a famous healing evangelist.

One Hundred Divine Healing Facts
Destiny Image Publishers As a Christian, you claim the salvation provided for
by Jesus? death and resurrection. But did you know that Christ died to save
you from more than just sin and death? His death also provided for your
salvation from all sickness and every disease. Sickness is never God?s will
for you. God desires for His Children to live free from cancer, tumors,
allergies, diseases, broken bones, and even the common-cold. T. L. Osborn,
in his pocket-size book ?One Hundred Divine Healing Facts,? provides 100
Bible-based reasons for you never to be sick again. You will be given a list
of Bible references to study concerning your health. Knowing the truth as
contained in God?s Word will set you free to live in perfect health.

Byzantine Narrative
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Papers in honour of Roger Scot
BRILL "Byzantine Narrative: Papers in Honour of Roger Scott"--"Copyright" - "Dedication" -- "Contents" -- "Introduction" -- "Roger Scott" -- "List of
Illustrations" -- "KEYNOTE PAPERS" -- "Novelisation in Byzantium: Narrative
after the Revival of Fiction" -- "Narrating Justinian: From Malalas to
Manasses" -- "NARRATIVE IN HISTORIANS, CHRONICLES & FICTION" -- "To
Narrate the Events of the Past: On Byzantine Historians, and Historians on
Byzantium" -- "Tradition and Originality in Photius' Historical Reading" -"Narrating the Trials and Death in Exile of Pope Martin I and Maximus the
Confessor" -- "The Use of Metaphor in Michael Psellos' Chronographia" -"War and Peace in the Alexiad" -- "Moralising History: the Synopsis
Historiarum of John Skylitzes" -- "The Representation of Augustae in John
Skylitzes' Synopsis Historiarum" -- "The Madrid Skylitzes as an Audio-Visual
Experiment" -- "The Goths and the Bees in Jordanes: A Narrative of No
Return" -- "From 'Fallen Woman' to Theotokos: Music, Women's Voices and
Byzantine Narratives of Gender Identity" -- "How the Entertaining Tale of
Quadrupeds became a Tale: Grafting Narrative" -- "Lamenting the Fall or
Disguising a Manifesto? The Poem Conquest of Constantinople" -- "A
Probable Solution to the Problem of the Chronicle of the Turkish Sultans" -"NARRATIVE IN BYZANTINE ART" -- "The Narration of Christ' s Passion in
Early Christian Art" -- "Observations on the Paintings of the Exodus Chapel,
Bagawat Necropolis, Kharga Oasis, Egypt" -- "The Column of Arcadius:
Retlections of a Roman Narrative Tradition" -- "Biblical Narrative in the
Mosaics of Bishop Theodore's Cathedral, Aquileia" -- "Plato, Plutarch and
the Sibyl in the Fresco Decoration of the Episcopal Church of the Virgin
LjeviÅ¡ka in Prizren" -- "Narrativity in Armenian Manuscript Illustration

Heresies Exposed
Literary Licensing, LLC This Is A New Release Of The Original 1917 Edition.

Join This Chariot
Reaching the Lost
Catch the Anointing
Dag Heward-Mills This exceptional book by Dag Heward-Mills will teach you
what it means to catch the anointing and how you can be anointed for
ministry. Learn how to catch the anointing for the work of the ministry.
This book is a must for every minister.
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You Are God's Best!
A Classic on Human Value
Destiny Image Publishers During over a half century of teaching the Gospel to
millions of people, face to face, in nations worldwide, Dr. T.L. Osborn and
his associate minister and wife, Dr. Daisy Wasburn Osborn (now deceased),
discovered seven basic, vital secrets or principles concerning God's BEST in
life. The fundamentals have been tested and proven in the living arena of
human experience all over the world. The Osborns have taught them to
Buddhists, Muslims, Shintoists, Hundus, animists, fetish worshippers,
Christians, and atheists - to people of most of the major cultures and
religions of the free world. This Classic on Human Value is an inspiring
guide to the discovery of self-dignity in God's redemptive plan. The
energizing power of these vital truths is life-changing. You Are God's Best
will free you from the demeaning inﬂuence programmed into you by
negative religious tradition, and will open the door to new hope and to a
new lifestyle with God as your best friend.

Blessed
A History of the American
Prosperity Gospel
Oxford University Press 'Blessed' oﬀers a comprehensive history of the rise of
the American prosperity gospel. What began as diverse metaphysical,
pentecostal, and self-help conceptions about the power of the mind
became one of the most inﬂuential popular religious movements of the last
century. The book follows how the movement took shape after World War II
in pentecostal healing revivals and exploded onto the national scene
through televangelists with big hair and bigger promises. It survived the
scandals of the late 1980s and remade its image as a therapeutic and
eﬀective theology of modern living. Now thriving in the 21st century
megachurch movement, the prosperity gospel reigns as a full-ﬂedged
cultural phenomenon.

Your Best Life Now
Hachette UK Pastor Joel Osteen asks everyone to examine what he or she
really believes. Why is this important? Because we will become what we
believe. Our beliefs will prove either a barrier or vehicle as we strive to go
higher, rise above our obstacles, and to live in health, abundance, and
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victory. In YOUR BEST LIFE NOW Osteen says, 'I am what I am today
because of what I believed about myself yesterday. And I will be tomorrow
what I'm believing about myself right now. God sees us as more than
conquerors, able to fulﬁll our destiny. We need to see ourselves through
the eyes of our Creator.' He says that our self-image should mirror exactly
what God says about us, not what we feel or think. And he encourages
readers to be people of faith, for if you can see the invisible, God will do
the impossible.

Derek Prince
A Biography
Not just another famous preacher's story, this biography promises to stir
readers' faith as they discover Prince's unique brand of biblical wisdom and
insight as well as his legacy as a father, prophet, teacher, and leader.

The Power of the Blood of Jesus
GENERAL PRESS The Power of the Blood of Jesus is a devotional written by
Andrew Murray on Christian spirituality as he applies examples from the
Scripture. Andrew Murray was a South African pastor and Christian writer
who considered missions to be the chief ed of the church. Murray was one
of the leading ﬁgures during the South African Revival of 1860. Today he is
best remembered as a writer of hundreds of Christian books, many of
which are still widely read today including Abide in Christ, Absolute
Surrender, and With Christ in the School of Prayer.

Soulwinning
A Classic on Biblical Christianity
Destiny Image Publishers Soulwinning is the energizing, ennobling life. We
have put into practice the truths shared in this book. For well over a halfcentury in more than eighty nations, we have communicated the good
news publicly, out where the poeple are, addressing audiences of 20,000 to
300,000 people. Discover the secret, the pleasure, the exhiliration of
sharing God's love in a hurting world. Experience new self-esteem. Winning
others, you truly win Christ. Enriching people, your own life is enriched. T.L. Osborn I am convinced this is the ﬁnest book that my father has yet
authored. As a world evangelist, a teacher, a pastor, and a bishop, I know
of no other literary work that brings such biblical focus to pastors and
leaders, and such practical insight and uplifting self-esteem to Christian
believers. This book has changed the world, lifting the laity from the
gallery of spectators to the arena of action, revealing dignity and purpose
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for liviing. No wonder ministers call it A Classic on Biblical Christianity. LaDonna Osborn

Soul Winning
How to Share God's Love and Life
to a World in Despair
Destiny Image Publishers The Church was born in a blaze of personal soul
winning as the mission of Jesus Christ became the mission of every
believer. Today, that mandate continues. Yet, when it comes to
evangelism, many believers lack the passion or know-how to begin. Soul
Winning will help! This must-read work by renowned evangelist T.L. Osborn
will empower you to reach outside the walls of the church where Christians
have hibernated too longout of touch with an unconverted world. Revised
and updated for the 21st century by T.L.s daughter, Dr. LaDonna Osborn,
this classic work will Inspire and equip you to reach the lost Help you break
free from apathy and insecurity Share timeless truths, insights, and
practical methods the Osborn family has used around the world Stir ideas
in your heart of when, where, how to evangelize Impart the heartbeat of
evangelism from someone who carries it Jesus needs you to become a soul
winner. He can only show His love to the lost through Christians who
believe in His love enough to tell about it. The whole world is waiting to
see Jesus in action through believers like you!

Atomic Power with God, Through
Fasting and Prayer
Treatise on religious fasting, with many graphic illustrations and diagrams
and 100 reasons why we should fast. This book, which provided detailed
information on the methods and beneﬁts of fasting, was an immediate
success and brought the author considerable fame. According to him, all of
the major evangelists began following his fasting regime and miracles
erupted everywhere. Many observers of the early revival years agreed, as
one said, "Every one of these men down through the years followed
Franklin Hall's method of fasting."

The East African Revival
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History and Legacies
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. From the 1930s the East African Revival inﬂuenced
Christian expression in East Central Africa and around the globe. This book
analyses inﬂuences upon the movement and changes wrought by it in
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya, Tanzania and Congo, highlighting its
impact on spirituality, political discourse and culture. A variety of scholarly
approaches to a complex and changing phenomenon are juxtaposed with
the narration of personal stories of testimony, vital to spirituality and
expression of the revival, which give a sense of the dynamism of the
movement. Those yet unacquainted with the revival will ﬁnd a helpful
introduction to its history. Those more familiar with the movement will
discover new perspectives on its inﬂuence.

I Believe in Visions
The Fascinating Personal Story of a
Man Whose Life and Ministry Have
Been Dramatically Inﬂuenced by
Visions of Jesus
Kenneth Hagin Ministries Rev. Hagin describes in fascinating detail all of his
major visions of Jesus in the book I Believe i Visions. These visions have
dramtically inﬂuenced Rev. Hagin's half century of ministry.

5 Choices of Women Who Win
Destiny Image Publishers Dr. Daisy Washburn Osborn - an inspiring example
of a woman who has CHOSEN TO WIN. Born the tenth of eleven children,
her early years were marked by diﬃculty and poverty. But Daisy made
some vital choices which set her on course to dynamically impact MILLIONS
of lives in over 70 nations. Her accomplishments in world evangelism are
unequaled among Christian women leaders. Dr. Daisy has a unique and
anointed way of communicating the liberating GOOD NEWS of the gospel,
to women and men alike. Her teachings are reformative yet restrained,
genius yet gentle, piercing yet perceptive. Her words are rich with the
voice of experience and love. Here is a woman of consequence - a practical
choice-maker - who has earned her credentials out in the tough ﬁeld of
ACTION, among people of so many cultures and religions. Discover ﬁve
stimulating options which can transform YOU into a WINNER FOR LIFE. YOU
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CAN DO IT!

The Price of God's Miracle Working
Power
After World War 2, there was a major revival movement where healing
ministry played a huge part with renewed belief and emphasis in divine
healing among many Christians. This book shows how the apostolic age has
not ended and details the author's journey to the discovery that miracles
are alive and well even today. After World War 2, there was a major revival
movement where healing ministry played a huge part with renewed belief
and emphasis in divine healing among many Christians. This book shows
how the apostolic age has not ended and details the author's journey to
the discovery that miracles are alive and well even today.

Osborn's Brain
Imaging, Pathology, and Anatomy
Elsevier Health Sciences Comprehensive, visually appealing, and easy to
understand, Osborn's Brain, second edition, by the highly esteemed Dr.
Anne G. Osborn, provides a solid framework for understanding the complex
subject of brain imaging when studied cover to cover. Almost completely
rewritten and featuring 75% new illustrations, it combines essential
anatomy with gross pathology and imaging, clearly demonstrating why and
how diseases appear the way they do. The most immediate emergent
diagnostic topics are followed by nonemergent pathologies, integrating the
most relevant information from Dr. Osborn's entire career of accumulated
knowledge, experience, and interest in neuropathology, neurosurgery, and
clinical neurosciences. Covers the "must-know" aspects of brain imaging
together with spectacular pathology examples, relevant anatomy, and upto-date techniques in neuroradiology-perfect for radiologists,
neuroradiologists, neurosurgeons, and neurologists at all levels Begins
with emergent topics such as trauma, nontraumatic hemorrhage, stroke,
and vascular lesions, followed by infections, demyelinating and
inﬂammatory diseases, neoplasms, toxic-metabolic-degenerative disorders,
and congenital brain malformations Features more than 4,000 stunning,
high-resolution radiologic images and medical illustrations, all of which are
annotated to describe the most clinically signiﬁcant features Includes Dr.
Osborn's trademark summary boxes scattered throughout for quick review
of essential facts, as well as the most recent and up-to-date references
available Helps readers think clearly about diagnoses, types of diagnoses,
and the various pathologies that can aﬀect the brain Includes new WHO
classiﬁcations of brain tumors, new entities including IgG4-related disease
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and CLIPPERS, new and emerging infectious diseases, and updated insights
into brain trauma and brain degeneration Expert ConsultT eBook version
included with purchase. This enhanced eBook experience allows you to
search all of the text, ﬁgures, Q&As, and references from the book on a
variety of devices.

The Communication Age
Connecting and Engaging
SAGE We are “The Communication Age: Connecting and Engaging.” No
matter who you are or how you communicate—from baby boomers to
millenials, born digital or getting there—we are all members of a society
who connect through the internet, not just to it. From face-to-face to
facebook, this book by Autumn Edwards, Chad Edwards, Shawn T. Wahl,
and Scott A. Myers invites you to join the conversation about today’s
issues and have your voice heard.

God's Generals Healing Evangelists
Whitaker House In his fourth God’s Generals volume, Roberts Liardon
chronicles God’s great healing evangelists of the twentieth century.
Journey with such paragons of faith as: Oral Roberts—one of the most
inﬂuential Christian leaders in the twentieth century, Roberts had a healing
ministry that spread from rural tent meetings to a world-class university,
hospital, and medical school. Lester Sumrall—after being miraculously
healed of tuberculosis as a boy, Sumrall dedicated the rest of his life to
sharing the gospel and God’s healing power with audiences around the
world, both in person and through television broadcasts. Charles and
Frances Hunter—often called the “Happy Hunters,” Charles and Frances
were known around the world as two of the most anointed and enthusiastic
evangelists on earth. George Jeﬀreys—this Welsh Pentecostal preacher
ministered along with his brother Stephen at camps, conventions, and
church meetings across England and Ireland, with reports of miraculous
healings and other acts of God accompanying them. F. F. Bosworth—a
Depression-era Pentecostal faith healer and one of the founders of the
Assemblies of God, Bosworth was known during the 1920s for his
interdenominational “big tent” revivals and large auditorium healing
meetings. As you read about the lives of these ministry pioneers, your faith
for signs and miracles will grow as you anticipate seeing God’s mighty
hand move in the church today.
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Azusa Street and Beyond
ReadHowYouWant.com In honor of the Azusa Street Centennial Anniversary,
Grant McClung has collected the works of many of the men who have
chronicled or led the Pentecostal movement for the past 100 years and put
their essays into a single volume that is considered by many to be the "one
central sourcebook on Pentecostal missions and church growth." The book
is divided into four perspectives: History (a visit to Azusa Street) Theology
Practice Future of the Pentecostal missions

An Introduction to Game Theory
Oxford University Press, USA This text emphasizes the ideas behind modern
game theory rather than their mathematical expression, but deﬁnes all
concepts precisely. It covers strategic, extensive and coalitional games and
includes the topics of repeated games, bargaining theory and evolutionary
equilibrium.

Revival History
Study Guide
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This Study Guide examines the
history of revivals, especially recent revivals during the last three
centuries. The study guide, originally prepared for Distance Education, is
useful for personal and group study. It is also a summary and study guide
for Geoﬀ's books Flashpoints of Revival and Revival Fires.
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